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Recruitment Effectiveness 



The strategy

Objectives:
• Recruit 550 contact centre roles across 4 sites
• Move to a virtual hiring process – remove face-to-face assessments
• First starters to be on site within one month
• Build trust with hiring managers in the absence of face-to-face assessments
• Help candidates understand social distancing measures

During the COVID-19 crisis, Virgin Media needed 
to recruit up to 550 UK contact centre workers to 
help ease the threat of overseas contact centre 
closures due to strict lockdown rules. 

One of the key challenges was to factor social 
distancing into the training and make candidates 
fully aware of what their working conditions would 
be like. Given the timescales, we also wanted to 
keep pre-start dropouts to a minimum.

We wanted a clear message which helped 
candidates understand the great opportunity 
at hand but also gave them honest, accurate 
information about COVID-19. 

Our strategy focussed on key changes to the 
careers site, supported by a campaign landing 
page and an agile media and advertising plan for 
each site. 





The Delivery 
Virtual assessment solution designed and implemented – delivered 8 working days after launch.
First applicant screened virtually – delivered 9 working days after launch.

Candidates were initially asked to complete a set of interview questions virtually, uploading their answers 
using video tech. 

Key challenge: as these were recordings, there was no opportunity for us to probe responses or for  
candidates to ask questions. We also had no historical data on how many candidates would successfully 
upload a video recording on this scale. 

Decisions had to be made quickly. Adopting an agile approach, we produced our key deliverables against a 
challenging timeline:

Nationwide PR statement to launch the campaign - enquiries were directed to the Virgin Media careers site.

Changes to existing careers site and roles posted – delivered 48 hours after launch.

Campaign microsite (fully mobile optimised) – delivered 6 working days after launch.



Call Centre Video InterviewsCareer Crafter

https://careers.virginmedia.com/call-centre-customer-services/
https://virginmedia.careercrafter.co.uk/viv-hints-and-tips
https://virginmedia.careercrafter.co.uk/callcentre-customerservice


Onboarding

https://virginmedia.careercrafter.co.uk/Onboarding


The Results

approved offers 
in the first 8 weeks 

– average of 66 
per week 

applications generated 
throughout the campaign

- compared to 20:1 
for a BAU campaign 

starters within 
1 month of go-live – 
normally 10 weeks 
minimum for BAU

dropout in final 
stage assessment 

– compared to 
30% for BAU 
campaigns 

527

6,400 

14:1 
Over

App to hire ratio68

12%

Our results have exceeded all expectations in speed and efficiency, and quality:



Quality control
Client feedback:

As successful candidates moved through the process, 
recordings of their video screen answers were sent to hiring 
mangers after our review. 

We wanted managers to trust the process and provide our team 
with feedback if we were attracting and screening the wrong 
type of candidates. 

The results were beyond our expectations and have potentially 
redefined future campaigns.

Of a sample of 351, managers agreed with 92% of our scoring. 
This gave managers huge confidence in the virtual process 
and allowed us to continue without the need for face-to-face 
assessments. 

• 1,000 hours of managers time saved compared to old BAU 
interview process

“Due to the COVID-19 situation, we needed a new hiring process in an 
extremely short period. In less than two weeks, PeopleScout had candidates 
moving swiftly through the process. PeopleScout’s agility ensured candidates 
could start within one month of applying…Most importantly, PeopleScout has 
helped us build a new level of trust with our hiring managers, enabling us to 
work in a far more efficient and safe way. The success of this project means 
that we now have a new way of recruiting to build on in the future.” 

Sharron O’Donnell, Head of Resourcing Virgin Media

“Given the very unusual circumstances with recruiting in the middle of a 
pandemic, I have nothing but praise for Peoplescout who have provided a 
strong level of candidates for the VM business. They have also delivered a 
seamless process that I’m sure at times has been very challenging.”

Julie Seymour, Collections Operations Manager


